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Welcome and thank you for visiting the online home of Super Fighter Team:

Devoted developer of new video games for classic consoles and computers.

Super Fighter Team: Achieving our dreams since 1998.
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Super Fighter Team is a video game developer based in San Diego, California.
Our goal is to deliver high quality games that are entertaining and memorable,
and which stand the test of time. To us, each and every title is a passion
project: We love what we're doing, and we hope to convey that feeling in the
results of our craft.

Classic gaming is our priority. Super Fighter Team was formed around the dream
that new life can be breathed into video games, game systems and computers that
have become overshadowed by the mainstream market. To this end, we've proudly
introduced a host of titles to platforms such as the Sega Genesis, Atari Lynx,
Super Nintendo, MS-DOS and Windows, and more — and we'll keep going as
long as we can.
	
   LATEST NEWS
	

	

· February 28, 2023

Super Fighter first hit the market in 1993, developed and published by C&E, Inc.
Quickly becoming a success in its native Taiwan, the game was soon exported to
South Korea and Australia. Super Fighter Team became the legal custodian of
Super Fighter in 2001, proudly keeping its legacy alive.


Today, we are proud to present the official Super Fighter manhua: a comic book
that was originally produced to promote sales of Super Fighter, it has been
digitally restored, and translated into English for the first time. Please
enjoy it with our compliments, in celebration of the game's 30th anniversary.


Super Fighter manhua (English)

Super Fighter manhua (Chinese)


· Our most recent game release:

Sango Fighter
– free fighting game for Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux.
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   CONTACT US
	

You can reach us by e-mail:

contactus@superfighter.com

We look forward to hearing from you!
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